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Community Health Evangelism (CHE) has not been in 
French speaking West Africa, where we live, for as long 
as it has flowered in other parts of Africa. This month’s 
video lets you hear the 5 minute testimony of Ethiopian 
believers in East Africa.  The Lord has amazingly 
transformed their worldview and communities through 
CHE ministries which they lead. Perhaps you will get 
teary-eyed along with us to see women asking God, “Are 
we worthy?” Or maybe you will be challenged by the 
spiritual maturity of the CHE leaders who have learned 
that money from outside the community can sometimes 

destroy people instead of helping them. What you observe in this video is what you are helping to 
be seen in Cote d’Ivoire as you pray and give. Thank you for touching lives now and for eternity! 

Prayer and Praise:  
 Items are getting checked off our long “to-do” list, despite interrupting challenges along the way. 

Our vehicle has been in the shop for 5 days getting some major repairs done before leaving it for 
Corbin to use. Immunizations are complete. Verlin has two of the three visas he needs to live or 
travel in Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, and Burkina Faso. On Thursday, Debbie cleared the glitch delaying 
her Ivorian visa so that it arrived today. Pray that she can get started on the other two visas.  

  One of the Ivorian men we trained in CHE in 2007 and 2012 is himself providing CHE training to 
some missionaries the first part of February. What a joy to see him stepping up and multiplying 
workers. Pray that all goes well and every need is met. 

 The 6-week West Africa CHE Internship in Ghana begins in just a few days. One dear Ivorian CHE 
co-worker is attending. Ask the Lord to give safe travels and fruitful learning to all the participants. 

Your partners in the gospel, 
Verlin and Debbie Anderson 

The Christian Health Service Corps (CHSC) is a mission of dedicated medical professionals who participate in the CHE Global Network. 
Together, in a loose affiliation of individuals, churches, denominational and nondenominational agencies, we share God's Light and Truth 
through Community Health Evangelism (CHE).Verlin and Debbie seek 6 additional donor partners at $100 per month as we resume 
residential ministry to expand and mature CHE ministries in Cote d'Ivoire under the auspices of the CHSC and Ivorian partners. 
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